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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Classics for Your Collection:
goo.gl/U80LCr --------- Success Notes From a Maharishi: Second Visit One Sage. Some Success Ideas.
For You. This book is a small fable about a sage and you, where he visits you and shares with you
some success ideas you could use to chase and reach your goals and dreams. This books is a sequel
to the first book in the series ( // Maharishi Yaj, the sage, shares with you insights on life and
success. He draws his wisdom, on the spot, from a spiritual place called Ocean of Buddhi which is in
a different dimension. Sages and spiritual Masters store their wisdom and knowledge here. Now, let
s see what you get from the book: 1. Why you need to be tough to succeed? 2. Why people quit and
reach for the exit door? 3. Develop your staying powerful 4. Do you know most people need an
excuse to quit? 5. Anything you start will be tough in the beginning 6. Naysayers come in all sizes,
types and shapes 7. How to tackle your...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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